An introduction to turnaround management and learnings from the
2009 financial crisis that might help companies post-COVID-19
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WHAT IS A “TURNAROUND”?
- some definitions…

• A long-term solution

• A fast boost to earnings

• A strategy

• Put in place quickly while long-term
strategies and plans are being designed

• Short-term profits at
the expense of long-term performance

• Careful not to diminish
long-term profit potential

MASSIVE, SHORT-TERM PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
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A TURNAROUND
has specific business development characteristics

THE SITUATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
FINANCIAL HEALTH

Strong

Next generation

Passable
but room for
improvement
Declining,
critical and
non-sustainable

Financial distress /
beyond hope

Full potential

MASSIVE,
SHORT-TERM
PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENT …
… IN A
CONSTRAINED
SITUATION

TURNAROUND
Restructuring/
bankruptcy

Immediate

Short term

Medium term

Long term

TIME/CONSTRAINTS
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THE TRIGGERS
of a turnaround can be internal or external

Examples
• Management issues
• Poor financial control
• High cost structure
• Poor marketing
• Project size too big
• Acquisitions
• Financial policy
• Etc…

Typically

70%
of turnarounds
are caused by
internal factors

Examples
• Changes in market demand
• Tough competition
• Adverse commodity prices
• Government policy
• Strikes
• Pandemics or crises
• Etc…

Survival of
the fittest
Weak companies
will be hit harder by
external factors
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ONLY

of all turnarounds
are successful
– and completed in
2 years or less!

McKinsey global survey on recovery and transformation from 2013 with responses from 1,527 executives representing the full range of regions, industries, company sizes, tenures and functional specialties.
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8 COMMON PITFALLS
when managing a turnaround

1

Lack of focus on areas with the most cash potential

2

Too complicated programme – too many initiatives, unclear priorities

3

Taking short-term gain actions that undermine long-term business health

4

Lack of clarity on ownership and accountability for delivering results

5

Insufficient resources dedicated or allocated too slowly

6

IT requirements neglected until too late

7

Lack of transparency in tracking progress and results – hiding problems

8

Lack of consequential management – too late/too soft/too difficult
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SUCCESS REQUIREMENTS
for a turnaround in a constrained1 environment
Next webinar
is about
diagnostics

Conducting diagnostics improved
the turnaround success rate

60%
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There are
success requirements:

1. Fact-based
understanding of the
situation, also
called “diagnostics”

success
Conducted
diagnostics

On average,

40%

of turnarounds
are successful

34%
success
Did not
conduct
diagnostics

2. Prioritised and
realistic value
creation plan

Most ailing organisations
have developed a
functional blindness
to their own defects.
They are not suffering
because they cannot solve
their problems but because
they cannot see their
problems.
- John W. Gardner

3. Right turnaround
leadership, team and
performance
management

1)
2)
3)
4)

Constrained in terms of cash flow, investor patience, time, resources, right capabilities, options etc.
Management issues, poor financial control, high cost structure, poor marketing, big projects, acquisitions, financial policy etc.
Changes in market demand, competition, adverse commodity prices, government policy, strikes, “bad luck” etc.
McKinsey global survey on recovery and transformation from 2013 with responses from 1,527 executives representing the full range of regions, industries, company sizes, tenures and functional specialties.
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THE WORLD GDP ANNUAL GROWTH RATE
has only been negative once between 1975 and 2009

World GDP growth PPP (%)
1975-2009
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Annual change (%)

4
~3%

2

0
Average GDP Growth Rate (%)

-1.7%

downturn in modern times
... until COVID-19 (-3%)?

-2
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003 2005 2007 2009

GDP growth PPP from the World Bank Group, Off Highway Research GDP: IMF, GDP Consensus Forecast
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LEARNINGS FROM
THE WORLD
FINANCIAL
CRISIS
Example: construction equipment industry
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CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY BACK THEN
Huge industry, many segments, long-term growth outlook >GDP growth
Global construction spend

World construction expenditures

USD billion

7,200

8 000

USD billion

• Contractors
• Building material suppliers
• Equipment suppliers

7 000
6 000

Construction industry
~11% of global GDP!!

Infrastructure

14 000

CAGR

12 000

4%

10 000

5 000
4 000

USD billion at purchasing power parity 2008

Construction equipment industry
Non-residential

• Drilling

8 000
6 000

• Excavators

3 000

600

2 000
Residential
1 000

USD billion

• Loading and hauling

• Crushing and screening
2 000

• Cement
• Road equipment

0

0

• Cranes

2010

4 000

1999

2004

2009 2014E 2019E

• Etc.

THE UNDERLYING TRENDS

Growing world population

Increasing wealth in emerging markets

Sources: Global Construction 2020, Oxford Economics; GDP Consensus Forecast; CNS Equipment Off-Highway

Increasing urbanisation

Increased investment in infrastructure
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CYCLICAL INDUSTRY
The construction equipment market is cyclical
– and was dramatically impacted by the financial crisis

Real GDP Growth Rate (%)

GDP growth PPP from the World Bank Group

Construction Equipment Market (K unit)

Average GDP Growth Rate (%)

2009

2007

2005

2003

2001

1999

0

1997

0

1995

1

1993

200

1991

2

1989

400

1987

3

1985

600

1983

4

1981

800

1979

5

1977

1,000

GROWTH (%)

6

Depicts timing of construction equipment cycle low point

1975

UNITS (1,000)

1,200

Average Growth Rate Construction Equipment Industry (%)
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BULLWHIP EFFECT
The impact of -1% GDP growth downstream the value chain of the construction industry

Example of construction industry during financial crisis 2009
numbers are roughly representative averages of % changes 2009 vs. 2008

-1%

-6%

Note:
Numbers based on estimates based on different sources 2009
Sources: Construction activity – Global Insight; Financial reports

-16%

-27%

-60%

GDP
General construction activity
Construction equipment customer growth
Construction equipment supplier growth
Purchasing spend
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IMPACT REALITY FOLLOWS THEORY
Example of how to simulate the impact of a -27% sales drop on profitability

Theoretical impact
from reduced sales on costs and EBIT%

-27%
-21%
100%

90%
73%

With a scenario of a
revenue drop of 27%,
an assumed fixed cost
of 20% of total cost base
and no fixed cost
reduction or efficiency
gains, the impact would
be an EBIT% drop of
8 percentage points

Real impact
Revenue down 27%
impact on EBIT%:
from ca. 9% in 2008
to ca. 1% EBIT in 2009

Impact in Western Construction
Equipment companies
WEIGHTED AVERAGE FOR WESTERN COMPANIES

-27%
-21%
100

87

91%

75

71%

100%

92
73

73%

72%

-8% pp

-8% pp

10

10%

12

11

9

Sales

Cost
Year 1

Note:
Source:

EBIT
Year 2

Western companies = AC CMT, Metso M, Caterpillar, Volvo CE, Terex MP, Astec
Company financial reports

9%
1

2%
2005

2006

2007

Sales index (2008=100)

2008

2009

Operating profit

1%
Sales

Cost
2008

EBIT
2009
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FOCUS IN COST MANAGEMENT
for construction equipment manufacturers during the financial crisis of 2009

Typical global
construction equipment
supplier has 60%
purchasing costs, 15%
S&M costs and 25% other
costs.
What are the three
biggest priorities to
start with?

Sales general and
admin costs

Manufacturing and
service operations

Capital

• Right-sizing

• Right-sizing

• Facilities management

• Overhead value analysis

• Facilities rationalisation

• Right-sizing capacity

• Zero-based budgeting

• Relative cost position

• Capacity utilisation

• Spans and layers

• Process redesign

• Inventory:
supply chain optimisation

• Efficiency improvement,
e.g. web-enabled selfservice
• Etc.

• Complexity reduction
• Cycle time reduction
• Etc.

• Receivables and
payables optimisation
• Leasing

• Etc.

Supply chain and
purchasing

• Price optimisation/
negotiations

• Supplier rationalisation
• Supplier management

More profitable
revenue

• White spots
• Granularity

• Customer events

• Complexity reduction

• Customer and product
profitability

• Outsourcing

• Customer win-back

• Web-enablement

• Pricing optimisation

• Reselling

• Salesforce effectiveness

• Redesigning

• Channel effectiveness

• Etc.

• Marketing spend
• Etc.

Right-sizing also
in focus for
executives today
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EXAMPLE 1: CATERPILLAR
Large layoffs in 2009: 15% to 30% were typical levels – with multiple steps for most

List of layoffs

CATERPILLAR Q1 2009 report
Still seeing order cancellations
USD 558 million in redundancy cost
in 1Q 2009
USD 700 million expected for full year
(layoff of +20,000 people or -18%)
Estimated sales in 2009 =
USD 35 billion +/-10%, down from
USD 51.3 billion in 2008 (32% drop)
Note:

Not a 100% correct comparison. Mix of temporary and contracted labour, short weeks, temporary and permanent layoffs. All not finalised with unions.
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EXAMPLE 2: VOLVO CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
- extracts from annual report 2008 and recent press announcements

Q3/Q4 2008

VOLVO CE is also addressing personnel costs in the current crisis

In the latter half of the year, the cyclical
slowdown in the construction equipment
industry was greatly exacerbated by the
global financial crisis.

– Examples including usage of temporary permission layoffs

To mitigate the impact of reduced
demand, Volvo CE focused on:
• Avoiding inventory build-up by
lowering production capacity
• Reducing head count
• Cutting operational costs
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EXAMPLE 3: CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
8 building blocks in their turnaround plan

1
2
3
4

Admin and sales
cost efficiency
Equipment assembly
cost efficiency
Tools and consumables
profit boost

NWC
optimisation

Source: Sandvik Capital Markets Day 2013, Business Area Construction

5
6
7
8

Sourcing
cost reduction
Offering pruning
and introductions
Profitable
sales boost

Target emerging
markets growth
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POST-CRISIS MARKET DEVELOPMENT WAS TURBULENT
Construction equipment example continued

Construction equipment market
(units)
POSITIVE
MINDSET OF
FORECASTERS

1 400
1 200

Time of forecast

MARKET
REBOUNCE

March 2012
April 2013

THOUSANDS

1 000

August 2013

800
600

CAGR 2013-2017
SHIFT
AND BALANCE

World (3.7%)
China + India (3.8%)

400

North America (4.6%)
+ Europe (2.8%)

200

Rest of the world (3.5%)
0

*
Forecast
Source: Off Highway Research August 2013; April 2013; March 2012
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RESULTING CHANGES IN POWER
The yellow table showing the largest construction equipment manufacturers

1.
2.
3.
…
5.
…
…
17.
…
20.
…
22.
…
26.
…
34.

Caterpillar
Komatsu
Terex
…
Volvo CE
…
…
XCMG
…
Sany
…
Zoomlion
…
Liugong
…
Lonking

1.
2.
3.
…
6.
7.
8.
…

Caterpillar
Komatsu
Volvo CE
…
Sany
Zoomlion
Terex
…
Chinese share of top 50
revenue increased from
~7% to ~16%
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BUSINESS SHIFTS
that are accelerated right now that will affect the “new normal” post-COVID-19

Digital
behaviour is
here to stay

The world
has become
health
conscious

Asia growing
stronger

• Entertainment and art

• Recovering faster than Europe and North America

• Social distancing

• Education

• Healthy finances in business

• Clean and shield

• Health and exercise

• Investing to win western customers & capabilities

• Virtual over physical
• Face mask normality

• Meetings, work tools and services
Other shifts mentioned by webinar participants (selection):
Check out our
Radically Digital
Webinar Series

•
•
•

Both online B2C and B2B
Digitalization and internal effectiveness
Shift to online

•
•

Regionalization
Home delivery of food and groceries and
remote work

•
•

We will be less global than before
Closer collaboration with customers in
terms of forecasting
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THE TURNAROUND TOOLKIT
a structured approach to increasing likelihood of success

TURNAROUND LEADERSHIP a massive short term performance improvement in a constrained situation
DIAGNOSTICS
a fact-based
understanding of
the internal and
external situation
and root cause
triggers followed
by a realistic
assessment of the
value creation
potential

PLAN

Net working capital: extend payables, collect receivables, reduce inventory

Costs: right size organisation, reduce external spend, reduce supply chain costs

Commercial: price optimisation, prune complexity, improve commercial effectiveness

KEY
VALUE
CREATION
LEVERS

STABLE
PLATFORM

Financing: manage assets, renegotiate with debtors, secure extra financing

Target

Plan

Implement

Constrained in terms of cash flow, investor patience, time, resources, right capabilities, options etc.
Framework developed for work in process book on Turnaround Management – a professional guide to successful turnarounds by Anders Kjellberg

Control
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SOME KEY TAKEAWAYS
from the webinar

01

02

03

Turnarounds are a massive short term
performance improvement effort in a
constrained situation,
that can be triggered by internal
and/or external factors
are difficult to manage

Successful corporate turnarounds are
rare and difficult – doing a factual
diagnostic and then deploying a
realistic plan can increases the
success chances

The 2009 financial crisis (an external
trigger) created significant distress
and called for urgent turnaround
actions for the entire construction
industry, as well as for many other
industries and companies

04

05

06

Companies further back in the value
chain, like construction equipment, get
hit harder– the ”bullwhip effect”.

Turnaround – requires action to
avoid restructuring – typically
starting with:

Massive disruption creates shifts in
power and acceleration of
behaviours, e.g.:

• Right-sizing – zero base
• Purchasing – speed vs.
full potential
• Inventory management – visibility
• Other depends on situation

• Enhanced digital behaviours
• Asia’s power is increasing
• Health consciousness
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TURNAROUND WEBINAR SERIES
Deep-dives into the different tools in the toolkit – first up is DIAGNOSTICS and PLAN

TURNAROUND LEADERSHIP a massive short term performance improvement in a constrained situation
DIAGNOSTICS
a fact-based
understanding of
the internal and
external situation
and root cause
triggers followed
by a realistic
assessment of the
value creation
potential

PLAN

Net working capital: extend payables, collect receivables, reduce inventory

Costs: right size organisation, reduce external spend, reduce supply chain costs

Commercial: price optimisation, prune complexity, improve commercial effectiveness

KEY
VALUE
CREATION
LEVERS

STABLE
PLATFORM

Financing: manage assets, renegotiate with debtors, secure extra financing

Target

Plan

Implement

Control

Source: Framework developed for work in process book on Turnaround Management – a professional guide to successful turnarounds by Anders Kjellberg in collaboration with INSEAD professors.
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We’re continually updating our
series of bite-sized webinars
with new themes and ideas for
tackling the challenges
surrounding the COVID-19
situation.
Learn more about upcoming
digital sessions and sign up on
our website:
implementconsultinggroup.com
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